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he Yogi Adityanath government is going to take a big
step towards giving security to
half the population of the state.
The government will spend
about Rs 500 crore in this
direction.
Under this, 10,417 scooties
will be purchased for the
women's beat system. In a
high-level meeting of the Home
department, Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath has given
instructions to implement this
scheme.
Not only this, under this
scheme, the government will
also open 40 police pink booths
in each district of the state. In
this way, a total of 3,000 police
pink booths will be set up in 75
districts of the state. Of these,
20 pink booths will be set up at
religious and tourist places.
Twenty scooties will also be
purchased for patrolling by
women policemen to be posted at these booths.
The government will spend
more than three crore rupees
for the construction of booths
and purchase of scooty. For this
entire scheme, the government
will spend more than Rs 195
crore in capital expenditure. At
the same time, more than Rs
297 crore will be spent on the
operational expenditure of the
scheme.

T
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Lucknow (PNS): Chairing a high-level
meeting of the Home department, Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath issued various guidelines in view of public interest.
Principal Secretary (Home) gave a presentation during the meeting that covered the key
points of the Chintan Shivir held in Haryana
under the chairmanship of Union Home and
Cooperation Minister Amit Shah.
The chief minister said it was necessary to
ensure the security of enemy properties located in different districts of the state. He pointed
out that there were reports of encroachment on
enemy properties at some places so a report of
the updated status of all enemy properties should
be prepared. He said to make the enemy properties free of encroachments, a state-wide
action should be initiated under the supervision
of the Home department and for protection,
management and monitoring of enemy property, a principal secretary level officer should be
appointed as the nodal officer.
"We need to make a planned effort to make
the villages located on the interstate/international border vibrant. The potential for tourism
development can be shaped by effectively promoting the cultural/historical heritage of the border villages/districts. Schoolchildren, NCC,
In the 2022 UP assembly
elections, the Bharatiya Janata
Party had promised to open
police pink booths in every district of the state. Chief Minister

NOTICE

NOTICE

I have changed my name from
Lindaliu to Linda Liu in future
purpose, W/o James Liu R/o
11/42 Gwaltoli Kanpur .

Be it known to all that earlier my
name was SARLA KUMAR
GUPTA which is now changed
to SARLA. in future I shall be
known as SARLA. SARLA W/o
Ashish Kumar Purani Bazar
Bharwari Kaushambi (UP)

AUCTION NOTICE
IQXND G     GNV
+NNGCYXTL GV8Q]KPLNVNFN[RNXK
OD/)NNX@MJHNX>NV0N @GNGNVMK@\>NX
HVD YXTLNV[K#IXL]NV7E\V'9NIXG
ONHI[]NVD GK L]/UNIRU XK\NHK HVD
OKLKOKFK N ZLKOKFK HVD
LDWKGCU4HV=D HN8JNVD[K#YNE=LK
IODJ0O8O

OZSXN
H6D YNHK= XD 14871634 X NK/MT HQX
LN\ S/o W[QK N³ONQLUNHINLNV
>NWTMJMN&\bGOTMONWXLQJMQNVE=HVMV
OIR=OIMGb0=HVDHVMV+NNE=GNXNHONJF
\N\ (SHAHB LAL) TI9R NI\>N[N
J6WFIGHVMV+NNE=GNRN/UIRGXNHONJF
\N\(SAHAB LAL) J6+NIRHVDHVMV+NNE=
GNVONJF\N\SAHAB LAL GVXNHOV
WNXNRLJSNXNWN

NOTICE
I, Kamlesh Devi Spouse of No
280669F SUB MAJ Jay Pal
Singh Resident of Vill Sarayan Po-Shrinagar PS
Mosa Nagar Teh-Ghatampur
Distt - Kanpur (N) State Uttar
Pradesh Pin- 209206 Have
Changed My Name From
Kamlesh Kumari To Kamlesh
Devi Vide Affidavit No33258106130893U Dated
28.10.22

AUCTION NOTICE
IQXNDG    L]NU  FWV
+NNGCYXTL GV8Q]K PLNVN FN[RNXK
OD/)NNX@ MJHNX>NV0N@ GNGNVMK@ \>NX HVD
YXTLNV[K#IXL]NV7 WDG H69VIM\@
E\V'9NIXG ONHI[]NVD E5NIQ GK XK\NHK@
IO'NVIM9K@# F6GD 0N9AAICAR
Unit CISH Lucknow XNIHU@ON)NHVD 4H=
GN WKO9K LDWKX@ YNNNM#L6XGN0=@
IR5UKRN= GNYNE=9KYNMWHN
GMXNJNV[N#YNE=LKIODJ0O8O

NOTICE
NOTICE

I, IRSHAD MOHD S/o JAAN
MOHAMMAD R/o Qadri
Manzil, Near Dr M.P. Verma
Clinic, Lakhperabagh Colony,
Nawabganj, Barabanki,
225001 have change my
name to IRSHAD MOHD
QADRI for all future purposes
vide affidavit No. 55AE 931240
dated 01.11.2022

OZSXN
YNHK=XD7242208 P JR\QNMLRXGTHNM
IXRNOK RN0= XD   I NRX[M@ IJONM@
JIMNNNHVMVOIR=OIMGb0=HVDHVMVLT GN
XNH IT 9R NUXRKM(TANVIR) I\>N[N
J6 WFIG HVMV LT  GN RN/UIRG XNH
UXRKM (TANVEER) J6 +NIRHVD POV
UXRKM TANVEER GV XNHOV WNXNR
LJSNXNWN$

NOTICE
I Bala Mukund Dubey S/o
Late Shir Chandra Badan
Dubey R/o SS -1013, Sector G,
L.D.A Colony, Kanpur Road,
Lucknow - 226012 have
changed my name from Bala
Mukund Dubey to Bal Mukund
Dubey. This is to be corrected
in records.

NOTICE
To be informed that in my
daughter school document her
date of birth wrongly mentioned
18/8/2005, while her correct
date of birth is 18/08/2007 in
all future purpose documents
Saddan Hasan D/o Riyaz
Hasan, R/o Sarfarazganj, Near
Era
Medical
College,
Thakurganj Lucknow.

NOTICE
I, Ashish Singh Yadav Son of
No. 280669F SUB MAJ Jay
Pal Singh Resident of Vill.
Sarayan Po- Shrinagar P.S.
Mosa Nagar Teh- Ghatampur
Dist - Kanpur (Nagar)StateU.P. Pin- 209206 Have
Changed My Name From
Ashish Kumar Yadav To Ashish
Singh Yadav Vide Affidavit No.
UP33256639361472U Dated
28.10.22

OZSXN
OZISUGMXNJ6 IGMIW/9KGNHZ\³L
WNV IG MNWVD² ³ONQ LN0V GV XNH J6 RNV
HI9NMKSN6MNJVLM"NMYNUVOHGJKDI[M
[NJ6$MIW/9K³L GVLK1VYNWIQXNDG
##GNV FJKOD>NIW<QOD
LC%OD>N OVLM¤HNDG
LDWKsUIGN[N$YNVLKIODJPL
IXFDNG I`UK \>NX ##
I\>NNJ6YN6MMIW/9KHTJM\[KJ6$IQIGOK
GNV IH\V UNV ³NI)N=XKGNV PL\&NGMNXV GN
G9GMV$D I³DGN-KRN/URQVR/)NNXYXN6MN
SN6MNJN\>NX$

NSS cadets/volunteers should be taken to these
areas. The retired military personnel/paramilitary personnel residing in these areas should
be recognised as 'Border Sepoys' (Sarhad ke
Sipahi), and their cooperation should be taken
in maintaining the system there," the chief minister said, adding that in the border districts, 100
per cent saturation of the Central and state government's public welfare schemes should be
ensured.
"The National Crime Records Bureau
(NCRB) prepares a document of the status of
crime data in the country. For smooth implementation of the Criminal Procedure
(Identification) Act, 2022, a nodal officer
should be posted at the state level. In any case,
ensure that the NCRB has access to accurate, real
and time bound data," he said. The chief minister said that keeping in view the importance
of cyber security, now after the police zone, there
was a need to establish a cyber crime police station in every district of the state. "These cyber
police stations can be established in the Reserve
Police Lines of the districts as per the local convenience. At the state level, a joint cyber coordinating team should be established. This team
should also include cyber experts in addition to
the police personnel," the chief minister said.

Yogi Adityanath is now going
to fulfill the same announcement.
Special care will be taken
for the convenience of women

in these pink booths. In these
booths, arrangements will be
made for women from the
restroom, washroom, complaint room, kitchen to first aid.

With the establishment of
pink booths in all the districts
and religious and tourist places,
on the one hand, the women of
the state will get rid of the malpractices and, on the other,
women will be able to openly
tell the police about other violence and misbehavior against
them, including domestic violence.
Also, a sense of security
will be instilled in the mind of
those working women who
leave their office late in the
evening or at night. Apart from
this, it will also be easier for the
police to curb crimes against
women.
Police pink booths will
open at the religious and tourist
places including Krishna
Janmabhoomi, Govardhan
temple, Vrindavan Banke
Bihari Temple and ISKCON
temple in Mathura; Kashi
Vishwanath Dham, BHU
(Vishwanath Temple), Durga
Kund, Sankat Mochan and
Sarnath in Varanasi; Shri Ram
Janmabhoomi site, Hanuman
Garhi and Kanak Bhawan in
Ayodhya; Alopi Devi temple
and Bade Hanumanji temple in
Prayagraj; Ramghat and
Kamadgiri in Chitrakoot;
Vindhyavasini temple in
Mirzapur; Devi Patan temple in
Balrampur; Radhasoami temple in Agra, and Gorakhnath
temple in Gorakhpur.
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hree days after a man
ended his life, the
T
Mohanlalganj police, on
Wednesday, arrested his wife
and her lover for abetting him
to commit suicide.
On October 31, the
deceased, Pradeep Singh of
Mohanlalganj, was found hanging in a room at his house with
his son sitting in the room all
alone and wailing.
Pradeep Singh's son and
villagers had alleged that he was
killed and then hanged to stage
it as a case of suicide and the
locals had staged a protest
accusing the police of hushing
up the incident.
Buckling under the pressure of the locals, the police had
registered a case of murder
against the deceased's wife,
Jyoti Singh, and her lover,
Jogendra Singh aka Rangoli.
DCP (South) Rahul Raj
said the Indian Penal Code sections of the case registered
earlier against Jyoti and
Jogendra were altered into sections 306 and 323 for abetting
one to commit suicide and
thrashing the person.
The DCP (South) said
Pradeep had a heated argument
with Jogendra and Jyoti on the
fateful day after seeing both at
the house.
"Pradeep was annoyed at
Jyoti's association with

Jogendra and he lost cool when
he saw both coming together to
his house. During the verbal
spat, Jogendra and Jyoti
thrashed the victim who
hanged himself to death in a
room at his house. The accused
filmed Pradeep's act in their
mobile phones which has now
been recovered," the DCP said.
He said the police had
adequate evidence to prove
that Pradeep committed suicide and was not murdered.
Explaining the sequence of
events, the police said Pradeep's
elder daughter had complained
to her mother on October 30
about his misdeed with her and
Jyoti along with Jogendra had
reached the house in the night
on October 30.
"Pradeep had three children and their youngest daughter was staying with Jyoti who
is living with Jogendra after
deserting Pradeep. Jyoti took
her elder daughter with her
after she had a verbal spat with
Pradeep over the latter's conduct. Jogendra had taken the
side of Jyoti in the verbal spat.
Later Pradeep hanged himself
from the ceiling of the room of
his house," the police said.
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An undertrial prisoner
admitted at Shatabdi Hospital
of King George's Medical
University escaped from police
custody by pretending to go to

the washroom on Tuesday
night. When he did not return
from the washroom, the cops
frantically searched for him and
later lodged a report in this
connection. As per reports, a
prisoner identified as
Vishambhar of Lakhimpur
Kheri district lodged at
Shahjahanpur jail was admitted
to Shatabdi Hospital after he
developed some health issues.
Two constables were deployed
to escort him to the KGMU
and keep an eye on him.
On Tuesday night,
Vishambhar told the cops that
he was going to relieve himself
and left for the washroom. On
finding that he was taking a
long time in the washroom, the
constables went there but did
not find him. The cops asked
the security guards and were
told that they had seen
Vishambhar going out of the
ward. The police said they
were scanning the CCTV
footages to find Vishambhar's
exit route from the hospital. In
one of the footage, the prisoner is seen going outside the hospital. It surfaced that the
policemen
escorting
Vishambhar lodged a report
five hours after the prisoner
had escaped. "The prisoner
disappeared in the evening
hours but the cops informed
the Chowk police about him
around midnight," the police
sources said.
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police sub-inspector was accused
of misbehaving with a woman
A
and her daughter and threatening to
send the girl, who was reported
missing a week back and was recovered on Tuesday, to jail.
The Lucknow police came on the
back foot on Wednesday after a message about the misbehaviour of the
sub-inspector posted at Mohanlalganj
Kotwali with the family of the girl
went viral.
It is alleged that the sub-inspector misbehaved with the woman and
exerted pressure on the family of the
girl to strike a truce with the miscreant who was alleged to have 'abducted' the girl instead of registering a case
against him. Not only this, the subinspector allegedly threatened to
send the girl to jail if the family insisted on registering a case against the
youth.
Enraged over the sub-inspector's behaviour, some villagers typed
a message on social media groups a
nd spread it among several
persons. The message reached the
local scribes of the locality and the
senior officials who pulled up the subinspector and asked him to mend his
ways.
The girl was reported missing a
week back and her mother had filed
a complaint about her disappearance.
When the police made no effort to

trace the girl, her mother searched for
her and brought the girl back. On
Tuesday, the woman along with her
daughter reached the Sisendi police
outpost to inform the police about the
recovery of the girl.
It is alleged that the cops asked
the woman to withdraw her complaint or both she and the accused
would be sent to jail.
Later the SHO of Mohanlalganj
assured the woman to register a case
in this connection and asked her to
reach the police station.
After this the girl and her mother disappeared from their house.
The police are now searching for the
woman and her daughter.

2;0B7

In a clash between two families,
a youth from one of the families
allegedly opened fire on his rivals in
Bazaar Khala police station area on
Wednesday afternoon. As per reports,
Mohammed Gufran of Old
Haiderganj had a heated argument
with Qamar Ali of the same locality
after the latter reached the former's
house and started abusing him without provocation around 3 pm on
Wednesday.
Gufran said Qamar attacked him
and when his mother came to rescue
him he whipped out a pistol and
opened fire. Luckily the bullet missed
Gufran and his mother. On hearing
the gunshot, the locals rushed to the

spot and Qamar fled the scene.Gufran
later lodged a report against Qamar.
In his cross-complaint, Qamar said
that Gufran picked up a fight with
him and attacked him. He denied
opening fire on Gufran and his
mother. The Bazaar Khala SHO,
however, confirmed the firing.
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A miscreant posing as an Army
jawan duped a PAC constable on the
pretext of selling a car.
The victim, Pankaj Pal, said that
his brother saw an advertisement on
a social media site about the sale of
a second-hand car. "My brother
opened the link and when he called
the number given in the link, the person who received the call introduced himself as Ravi Prakash
Tripathi, an Army jawan posted in
Chandigarh," he said.
Pal told police that his brother
made a deal with Tripathi for Rs 1.15
lakh and made the payment. Tripathi
promised to deliver the car on
September 28. However, he later
asked Pal to pay Rs 59,098 for transportation and said that he would also
install a GPS system in the car. Pal
transferred the money from his
mobile wallet and waited for three
days for the car. When the car did not
arrive, he called the number again
and found it switched off.
Police registered a case in this
connection.

Lucknow (PNS): A middle aged
man succumbed to the injuries he sustained in a fatal attack on him in the
night on October 30 in Gossainganj
police station area, on Wednesday.
The man, identified as Ram
Prakash of Nagram, and his son,
Kuldeep, were sleeping in a plot in
Jagannthganj village of Gossainganj to
look after it. In the middle of night of
October 30, Govind, Dharmendra
and their father attacked Ram Prakash
with sticks over an old enmity. The
attackers fled the scene after critically injuring Ram Prakash.
On being informed by Kuldeep,
the deceased's elder son Pradeep
reached the plot and got Ram Prakash
admitted to the community health
centre. As his condition continued to
deteriorate, he was referred to the
Trauma Centre of KGMU.
Pradeep told police that his father
died on the way when they were taking him to KGMU on November 1.
"For four days the police did not
take any action against the attackers
and registered a case of culpable
homicide after his death on
Wednesday," Pradeep told newsmen.
A police spokesman said the family filed a complaint on Wednesday
and a case was registered in this connection. He said police teams were
conducting raids to nab the assailants.
SUICIDE
A 37-year-old man was found
hanging at his house in Krishna Nagar
in the intervening night on Tuesday
and Wednesday. Police said the man,
identified as Manoj Singh of
Narayanpuri locality, was a drug
addict and he committed suicide.

The man was found hanging from
the ceiling with an iron wire tied
around his neck. His brother Manish,
who was present in the house, was the
first to spot him hanging.
A police spokesman said Manoj
was a native of Unnao and was staying in Lucknow to eke out his livelihood. Police sent the body for autopsy and investigation is underway.

C745C

Thieves stole a laptop and other
belongings of a man from his house
in Vikas Nagar when he was out of the
city. The theft came to light on
Tuesday. The house owner, Pankaj
Kumar Mishra of State Tax department
colony, had left for his native place on
the occasion of Diwali on October 22
and returned to the city on November
1. "I found all the household articles
lying on the floor and the laptop and
other belongings missing," he said.
Meanwhile, an undertrial charged
with murder fled from a hospital in
Deoria where he was admitted after
he complained of uneasiness, an official said on Wednesday.
Two prison guards were suspended in this connection and an FIR
lodged against them, he said. Praveen
alias Pradeep Pal, accused of killing a
woman on September 28 in
Kushinagar's Ram Kola police station
limits, was lodged in district jail here.
He was shifted to the hospital after he
complained of uneasiness.
"He fled from the hospital by
breaking a toilet window on Tuesday
night," Superintendent of Police
Sankalp Sharma said, adding efforts to
nab him are underway.
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iological therapies and
newer strategies made on
B
newer drugs are being used
for the treatment of breast
cancer at Sanjay Gandhi PostGraduate Institute of Medical
Sciences, according to chief
medica l sup er intendent
(CMS) Dr Gaurav Agarwal.
These are being applied to
patients in advanced stage of
cancer.
“This is how the development of cancer has been.
Therapies are initially tried
and tested for advanced stage
of cancer and once their
worth is produced, we start
testing them even for the
earlier stage. The reason is
that in the advanced stage of
cancer, we are desperate and
when nothing else is working,
the families are desperate to
find some relief for patients,”
he said.
Dr Agarwal said once the
efficacy of the treatment in
the advanced cases are seen,
they start trying out the same
in other cases too and try and
prove if the use of these
strategies can check cancer
and prolong the life of
patients.

“In these newer therapies,
there have been some exciting results. These therapies
are called immunotherapies
w hich can change t he
immune system of patients.
In all diseases, two things are
common — the virulence of
the disease and the response
of the host. Immunity is
nothing but response to the
outside t re atment,” he
explained.
Dr Agarwal said a lot of
women could be cured without breast mutilation. “Every
patient is different from the
other. The current philosophy
of the breast cancer patient is
not to treat all the cases in the
same manner. As per the
new techniques of treatment,
new factors are being targeted for better treatment and
cancer cells can be targeted
through immunotherapy,” he
added.
He pointed out that there
is a recent thought process
that the cancer patients who
have a low hormone receptivity — which means they are
neither strongly positive nor
negative but somewhere in
between — could also be
treated with various therapies.

He said they carried out
several activities in October,
which is a cancer awareness
month.
“We have held programmes on how awareness
on cancer can save lives.
Cancer survivors addressed
150-odd people,” he pointed
out.
He said the highlight was
that the survivors got the
correct advice and received
their families’ and friends’
support.
“The treatment goes for
eight to nine months and
can be quite trying as well as
challenging. The whole family needs to keep the spirits of
the patient up. Getting the
right treatment in the right
place and not getting distracted with alternative therapies
helps because some women
just want to give up and say
they can’t take it, but the family members support them,”
he noted.
Likening breast cancer
treatment to ‘tapasya’, Dr
Agarwal said it is like putting
oneself through hardships
for own good. “Cancer treatment is long and arduous but
it ensures long and healthy
life,” he said.

he Northern Railway
administration has reduced
T
the price of platform tickets to

Rs 10 per person from
Thursday.
The Lucknow division of
Northern Railway had hiked
the price of platform tickets at
40 railways stations from Rs 10
to Rs 30 and then to Rs 50 during the festival season,
A NR spokesman said the

decision to reduce the platform
ticket price was taken after the
rush normalised at the platforms after the festivals. He said
the platform ticket price was
hiked to minimise the crowd
on the platforms for security
purposes.
The price of platform tickets was hiked in Lucknow,
Varanasi, Barabanki, Ayodhya,
Unnao and some other railway
stations.
The decision to increase

the price of platform tickets had
drawn flak from several quarters.
The passengers' associations and employees unions
had criticised the decision saying it was done to generate revenue from the visitors during
the festival season.
Interestingly, the Lucknow
Division of North Eastern
Railway (NER) had not
increased the price of platform
tickets during the festivals.
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Anunay Khare of City Montessori
School, Rajendra Nagar Campus I
emerged as national topper in national level brainobrain wonderkids competition. Students from nearly 1000
schools of the country participated in
this competition. Amidst a tough
competition, Anunay showcased his
exemplary talent in mental maths, logical ability, general knowledge and
speed typing.
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